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student to understand the mutual relations of parts which
he is apt to regard as separate and independent. We cannot
help thinking that such an object is best attained by fol-
lowing the directions in the manuals of dissections, such as
those of Ellis and Cleland, and which are far better guides
to a thorough knowledge of human anatomy than any series
of plates and descriptive text can be. If plates must be
used for relative anatomy, representations of plane sections,
as in Braune’s work, which in its English form is compara-
tively inexpensive, seem to us better fitted for this purpose
than plates of ordinary every-day dissections, however well
these may be executed.
The first part of Mr. Godlee’s atlas, which will consist of

twelve or thirteen numbers, contains four plates with two
drawings in each, and is devoted to the anatomy of the neck.
The drawings are very correct and well executed. We could,
however, wish that they had been larger, for where so many
objects have to be depicted, clearness is liable to be sacri-
ficed unless the figures are drawn on a tolerably large scale,
and this is very noticeable when some of these plates are
.compared with those of Ellis. The text is clearly written,
;and the surgical information is occasionally very valuable.

Purification of TVater-carried Sewage. Data for the guidance
of Corporations, Local Boards of Health, and Sanitary
Authorities. By HENRY RoBINSON, Member of the
Institution of Civil Engineers ; and JOHN CHARLES
MELLISS, Associate of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
London : Smith, Elder, and Co. 1877.
THIS is a concise, lucid, and fairly impartial summary of

our national experience in regard to the still unsolved

problem of sewage-disposal. The various processes for pre-
cipitation, irrigation, and filtration which have been tried on
the large scale are described in order, and estimates of the
sanitary and financial results of each are given. We cannot

- say that the book is exhaustive, for very much of the scientific

.aspect of the subject is wanting; but what is given is good,
and will save trouble to all who are interested in sanitary
science.
That our knowledge of the subject remains still in such an

unsatisfactory state is to a great extent due, we fear, to the
timid and tentative character of all our sanitary legislation.
As a rule, nuisances can easily be avoided or removed with-
out serious loss to anyone, if only a sufficiently strong screw
of compulsion be put on. Polluters will not cease to pollute
until they are compelled. They resist as much as they can,
and raise a terrible outcry about impossibility and ruin.
But if the authorities are found to be in earnest, they soon
give in, and find after a time that they have gained rather
than lost by their enforced cleanliness. Unfortunately,
however, sanitary authorities are not always in earnest, and
- Conservative sanitary legislation is nearly always " per-
znissive only.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

The Physician’s and Surgeon’s Visiting List for 1878.-
Messrs. Smith and Co., medical stationers, Long-acre, are
early in the field with their Visiting List for the coming
new year. The list contains a good deal of information
likely to be useful to medical practitioners, such as a vac-
cination notice; a table of fees claimable by medical men
in police-courts, the coroner’s-court, at assizes and criminal
’a mrts, and for services under the Factory Act, ogether with
a pharma.copceia.1 remembrancer, where will be found given
the doses of different medicines, which are ranged according
to their action. Messrs. Smith’s Visiting List may be

safely recommended.
A Model Diagrart of the Organs in the Thorax and Upper

Part of the Abdomen. By Dr. A. FERBER. London : H. K.
Lewis. 1877.-This is a coloured lithographic representa-

tion in four leaves of the above organs as they would be
met with in the successive stages of an autopsy, and would
be of some service to anyone who was not acquainted with the
position of the larger viscera and bloodvessels, if they were
called upon to inspect and examine them at a post-mortem.
We should be sorry to believe that there was such a member
in the profession, but if there are any who have forgotten
the position of these important structures, Dr. Ferber’s
model would undoubtedly be of use, and its portability and
clearness are great merits.

L’Italia Agricola.-We have received several numbers of
this journal for April, 1876, and for May, June, and July
of the present year, which contain some interesting papers.
The number for April, 1876, is accompanied by an excellent
coloured map, showing the distribution of the various races
of cattle in Italy, and contains also carefully worked-up
statistics of their numbers in the different provinces. The

July number has a good article on the Influence of Winds on
Vegetation. The journal seems to be very well conducted
by Dr. G. Chizzolini.
La Gazette M&eacute;dicale de Strasbourg for May and June, 1877,

contains a list of all the papers and cases that have been
read or brought under the notice of the Soci&eacute;t&eacute; Medicale du
Haut-Rhin from 1851-73. A report is given of a case of
cesophagism, or of violent and painful contractions of the
oesophagus, which was cured by the subcutaneous injection
of hydrochlorate of morphia. The number for June gives
an account and a plate of a new apparatus for supplying a
constant current of electricity, in which both the quantity
and the tension can be varied at will.
" Them Boots." By WILLIAM GILBERT. London : Dalby,

Isbister, and Co. 1877.-This little book, which does not
at all treat of matters medical, is worthy of notice at our
hands because it is an earnest and in many respects a
clever attempt to show how deeply imbued the lower classes
of the metropolis are with drink and the love of drink. Mr.
Gilbert takes as his chief anchorage an institution that, as
he tells us, exists somewhere on the Surrey side of the river
11 for the reception, comfort, and reformation of the female
ticket-of-leave convict." The habits of the unfortunate
race are in this story but too accurately sketched ; yet a
vigorous, and, as we think, a successful, effort is made to
show that even this gloomy variety of human nature has
its bright side. The receiver of stolen goods and his habitat,
manners, and customs are well depicted. It is hardly
in our province to describe the plot of the story, which, by
the way, is of the simplest possible kind.

Analytical Records.
HYPNOPOIETIC.

(JOHN RICHARDSON AND CO., LEICESTER.)
This high-sounding title is applied to a well-prepared

and purified solution of opium, equal in strength to that of
the Pharmacopoeia. A good many such solutions have ap-
peared from time to time, some of them of excellent quality,
and we do not perceive that this is recommended by any
particular novelty.

LIQ. SANTAL FLAVA CUM BUCCO ET CUBEBE.

(C. J. HEWLETT & SON, CREECHURCH-LANE, LEADENHALL ST.)
A safe and valuable remedy for gleet &o. It mixes per-

fectly with water, and, as it can be taken with ease, it is

sure, we think, to come into common use.

COOPER’S COMPOUND MUSTARD CLOTH.
Messrs. Cooper, pharmaceutical chemists, of Gloucester-

road, South Kensington, have submitted to us specimens of
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their mustard. cloth. It possesses the advantages of being
at once a rubefacient and an emollient, or a combined mus-
tard and linseed-meal poultice. It can be immediately
applied, requiring only to be passed through water, either
warm or cold. The compound mustard-cloth is, we imagine,
destined to become a popular household remedy. We should
not omit to state that it is elegantly got up.

New Inventions.
DR. BATTEN’S URINARY TEST CASE.

WE have no hesitation in bringing Dr. Batten’s very
ingenious invention to the notice of our readers. It seems
to fulfil a real want ; and an actual inspection of the appa-
ratus has shown us how large an amount of care and

thought has been bestowed both by the inventor and the
manufacturers on the perfection of this addition to the
armamentarium which the busy practitioner finds it conve-
nient to stow in his pockets or his carriage. The following
is Dr. Batten’s own description of his instrument :-

Every medical man must at times have
felt the inconvenience arising from not
having the means with which to examine
the urine of a patient whilst still at the
bedside. The ordinary urine cases are toe
large to be always carried about, whilst
there is with them generally also the risk

that their contents will be spilled.
I have been asked to bring under the

notice of the profession a small case which
can easily and safely be carried in the
waistcoat pocket, and which for the last

3 two years I have found to answer the

purpose extremely well. It consists of an
aluminium case about four inches long and
half an inch in diameter, resembling in
appearance the ordinary pocket caustic-
holder, and similarly divided into two com-
partments. The smaller compartment (A)
has within it three vulcanite specific gra-
vity beads, marking the extreme and mean
specific gravity of ordinary urine. The
larger compartment (c) contains a test-

tube, within which are three or fom
capillary tubes (hermetically sealed)

charged with nitric acid, and a bottle foi
Fehling’s test solution ; this bottle ie
closed with an india-rubber stopper, upon
which the alkali has no action, and hence
the copper solution will keep good and
clear in it as long as may be required,
The screw junction (B) uniting the tw(
parts of the case is itself hollow, and holds;
excluded from the air, the red and blue
litmus-paper. A wineglass and a candle
or lamp, which can always be obtained
are all that can be further required. It its

perhaps scarcely necessary to add that b
holding the test-tube in the blue portion
of a flame all smoking of the glass is pre.
vented.

The specific gravity beads will be found to tell the specific
gravity of the urine very accurately, whilst they have th(
advantage-a most important one at times-over the ordi.
nary urinometer, that a very small quantity of urine, two 0]
three teaspoonfuls even, will be sufficient for the purpose.
To those who are unaccustomed to the use of the nitri(

acid tubes I may say that the best mode of using them is
first, to shake the acid down to one end of the tube, anc
then to break off the other end with a sharp rap of a knif(
or other hard body. On inserting the open end of th(
capillary tube just within the mouth of the test-tube, anc
heating the other end of the capillary tube in the flame 01
the lamp, the whole of the nitric acid will be driven int(
the test-tube.

This pocket urine case has been recently very neatly anc

admirably made for me, after a considerable amount of
trouble on their part, by Messrs. Salt and Son, the surgical
instrument makers of Bull-street, Birmingham. All the

parts are made to measure, so that at any time the bottle,
the test-tube, and the charged capillary tubes, of the proper
size and length, can be obtained from the makers by return
of post. -

SCOTT’S CHEST-MEASURE AND CYRTOMETER.

SINCE the introduction of cyrtometry as an aid to dia-
gnosis, several modifications upon the simple instrument
originally devised have been made. One of these, the
latest.-and, perhaps, the best-is that invented by Dr.
George Scott, of Southampton. It consists of two bands
of electro-plated Britannia metal, graduated in inches and
arranged so that, when adjusted, each half is united to its
fellow by a hinge-joint. The material of which it is com-

posed gives it a high degree of flexibility, whilst, at the
same time, it is sufficiently firm to retain the shape im-
pressed upon it. The movable hinge-joint by which each of
the metal tapes is united to its fellow is placed over a disc
of metal, which is applied over the spine when the instru-
ment is being used. A clamp is also supplied, serving to fix
the two halves of the cyrtometer together when it is applied
to the chest. The merit of the instrument lies in its capa-
bility of ready adjustment and removal, whilst perfectly
retaining its shape, and thus allowing of a tracing being
made from ;it. It may be procured at Messrs. Maw, Son,
and Thompson’s, of Aldersgate-street.

THE FOOD INSPECTORS’ CABINET.

DR. SEDGWICK SAUNDERS, the able medical officer of
health for the City of London, has devised an ingenious
cabinet for the use of his inspectors of food and drugs, par-
ticulars of which cannot fail to interest provincial medical
officers of health, and will, we imagine, lead to its

general adoption throughout the country. The cabinet,
11 + 6 + 10 inches in size, contains-1. Six wide-mouthed
bottles, which suffice for two seizures (ib is scarcely neces-
sary to observe that each sample must be divided into three
portions, one of which is left with the vendor, one retained
by the inspector, and one given to the public analyst).
Each bottle is perforated through the neck, the perforations
corresponding to a hole in the cork, through which a string
of special make and colour is drawn and tied in a groove on
the top of the cork, and then sealed with official seal. 2. A
book in which is recorded the particulars of the article seized.
3. An official seal. 4. A tray holding wax taper, matches,
scissors, labels, inkstand, penknife, pen and pencil, cork-
screw, paper-knife, sealing-wax and string, and a stiletto
for piercing the corks. The cabinet is made by Messrs. Maw
and Son.

AN IMPROVED STOVE.

MESSRS. BARNARD and Co., of Norwich, have recently in-
troduced to our notice a grate which appears to possess
some special advantages over those in ordinary use, espe-
cially in buildings, such as hospitals, in which it is desirable
to economise fuel and avoid dirt. The chief difference of
construction is that the bottom, back, and sides of the stove
consist of a solid lump of fire-brick. The fact of the bottom
of the grate being solid necessarily lessens the amount of
draught, and also the consumption of coal, while the large
surface of fire-brick, when thoroughly heated, sends forth a
ruddy glow, and adds much to the economy of the arrange-
ment. The fronts of these grates are of a variety of pat-
terns, both in iron and brass, some of them being very
elegant, and the prices are not too expensive. The London
warehouse is in Queen Victoria-street, and is quite worth a

visit.


